Maple Syrup in French is *sirop d'érable*. Color the English speaking state that you live in below.

Maple Syrup is made in the United States and Canada. Some maple producers speak English while others speak French.
Circle the sign that belongs in front of a maple sugarhouse then color all the signs.
Letters in a Maple Rhyme

A traditional Maple Rhyme
Give a maple tree a tap
Fill a bucket with the sap
Boil it down and it gets sweet,
Maple syrup, a golden treat!

In the rhyme above circle the letter a each time you find it
Count how many time you circled the letter a? _____

In the rhyme above draw a square around the letter b each
time you find it.
Count how many time you found the letter b? _____

In the rhyme above draw a triangle around the letter c each
time you find it.
Count how many time you found the letter c? _____
Find the tube that leads from the tree to the sugarhouse.

Maple tubing is used by many maple producers to bring the sap fresh from the tree to the sugar house for boiling.
Find your way through the tree maze into the bucket.

Like in this maze, maple trees have growth rings each year that tell how old the tree is, the maze would represent a tree nine years old (count the rings). Real maple trees are between 35 and 70 years old when they are finally big enough (10 inches in diameter) to tap for sap.
Maple Production Worksheet

Maple Math

Add the numbers to answer the question:
What kind of tree produces the sweetest sap?

E = +

P = +

M = +

A = +

L = +

7 8 2 5 4
Can you find the differences between the pictures on the left to the ones on the right? There are 8 differences in each.
Parts of a Maple Tree

- ________ leaf
- ________ root
- ________ trunk
- ________ seed
How do you make maple syrup?

Put the pictures in order

Cut here
Color by Alphabet

Color only upper case letters.

A = Red
B = Yellow
C = Brown
D = Black
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BLUE</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREEN</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YELLOW</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PURPLE</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Maple Foods
Circle all the maple foods that go together.
Learning Sounds: T and S

Say the name of each picture. These things are found in forests where maple syrup is made.
Color things that start with a T, like Tree, GREEN.
Color things that start with an S, like Sun, YELLOW.
Maple Math

Add the numbers to answer the question:
What is the sweet liquid made from maple sap?

3 pancakes + 4 pancakes = Y
2 maple trees + 1 maple tree = S
5 maple leaves + 3 maple leaves = U
5 buckets + 6 buckets = R
6 maple leaves + 3 maple leaves = P

____  ____  ____  ____  ____
3   4   8   6   7
Maple Maze

Follow the maple leaf through the maze so that Amber Leafy can help tap the maple tree.
Maple Production
Find the hidden buckets
Find eight hidden buckets in the leaves.
Maple Production
The letter M

M is for Maple.
Practice tracing the letter M, then the word Maple.

M M M M M

Many Maples

Many Maples

Many Maples
Maple Production
Upper Case / Lower Case

Color the buckets with a capital B blue.
Color the buckets with a lower case b yellow.
Maple Production
Forest Animals

Find all the animals in the forest and circle them.
Maple Production Counting Practice

Connect the dots in the order of the alphabet

Name ______________________
Maple Production
Counting Practice

Count the trees with buckets. How many trees have buckets? ______________
Write the number on each bucket as you count them.
Maple syrup has been made for a long time. Color in the page of how people used to cook syrup.